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Executive Summary

B

oy and the Dinosaur™ is a preschool series
about an ordinary Boy and his extraordinary
friend, Dinosaur. It blends big, visual storytelling
and broad, physical comedy with plenty of original
music and a simple educational philosophy.
Boy is an ordinary, four year old boy. He loves
climbing, exploring and playing – but, most of all, he
loves dinosaurs! One night, Boy wished so hard on a
shooting star that his wish came true… and Boy got
Dinosaur!
Dinosaur absolutely adores Boy. And, to Boy,
Dinosaur is like a best friend, the most amazing toy,
the loyalest pet, a curious younger brother and a
protective older brother all rolled into one! Boy can’t
wait to share everything in his world with Dinosaur!
Each episode contains a unique song performed in
a style that will appeal to young viewers and adults
alike. This makes Boy and the Dinosaur ™ sound
different to other preschool shows – giving it a unique
feel in a crowded marketplace and a special, intimate
atmosphere all of its own.
Boy and the Dinosaur™ is an all-new preschool series
with universal appeal – entirely written, animated,
composed and produced in the United Kingdom.
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Age:
2 - 5 yrs
Gender:
Boys and girls alike
Format:
52 x 11 minutes
CGI animation

Boy

B

oy is a wide-eyed, curious, four year old boy.
He is not the oldest child, and he’s not the
youngest. So sometimes Boy feels a little
indistinct – and this emotional hinterland is explored
and mapped in the stories. Boy is curious – but is
timid when his curiosity leads him far away. He is
creative and inventive – which sometimes leads
him into trouble! And Boy is imaginative – which
occasionally, makes him fearful when his imagination
runs away with him!

Boy loves nature and is always curious about what’s
going on in the garden. It’s a safe space – but it can
be a strange one. The family house and garden is his
       
philosophy behind the show. For a child to play well,
he must have freedom within boundaries, to be able
to explore a safe space without the need for adult
interference, the point where the fabric between the
real world and imagination is the thinnest. Ì
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Dinosaur

D

inosaur is not like a dinosaur would literally
be – he’s more how a four-year-old child would
imagine a dinosaur to be. Dinosaur loves Boy
and pays a great deal of attention to everything he
shows him. Dinosaur cannot speak in words. He does
have a voice, as such, which is akin to a low rumble of
unmitigated contentment or squeaks of delight – but
he is most clearly able to express himself through
physical action.

Dinosaur is a gentle soul but he can be clumsy. He
doesn’t know his own strength and is frequently
surprised and confounded by his own size. This
mismatch of scale is a great source of comedy!
However, Dinosaur is surprisingly dexterous with his
tail and, with great concentration, he can use it to
carry out some quite delicate maneuvers.
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Boy And Dinosaur Together

B

oy and Dinosaur are inseparable. Best friends.
A double act. They are very physical and tactile
– lying on their backs on the grass, Boy resting
his head on Dinosaur’s tail as they both look up at the
stars in wonder. When Boy is faced with something
about which he is a little afraid, Dinosaur can help
         
at things – maybe even too good – and sometimes
Dinosaur is not so great. This can be played for laughs
or – when it is frustrating for Boy – for drama! Ì
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The Family
oy’s house is bursting at the seams with
family life! Dad goes out to work and
Big Sister goes to school, Mom works
from home and looks after Baby sister. It is
a full house and a positive, albeit sometimes
chaotic, environment for a young boy.

B

     
he’s a child and a son, but he’s also the older
brother, the younger brother and the middle
child. Ì
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Boy’s Mom

Boy’s Baby Sister

Boy’s Mom loves to pick up her son and give him
a big squeze (hugs are very important to the whole
 "#  $ 
enabler. If Boy is being boisterous or making a mess,
instead of saying ‘No’, she is more likely to suggest
an alternative activity. Mom has a whole bunch of
different musical instruments in the music-come-livingroom. She plays and composes at a piano in front of a
window facing out into the garden – so she can keep
an eye on Boy! Creativity is important in this family. Ì

Boy’s 14 month old Baby Sister is crawling chaos – a
gorgeous, gleeful, giggling, little muck magnet! She is
just starting to be mobile – very mobile – and is here
one minute, over there the next! As soon as Mom
% &  "    
very perplexing! Baby Sister adores Dinosaur! Hurrah!
Here he comes! Upsetting a chair here and knocking
a vase over there! FUN! Ì

Boy’s Dad

Boy’s Big Sister

Boy’s Dad goes out to work. His ‘leaving for work’ and
‘arriving home’ can be important moments for Boy.
In a house full of girls, Boy looks up to his Dad and
looks forward to him coming home… especially when
Dad brings home something from his vintage book
shop! Boy’s Dad shares some personality traits with
Boy and we can see that on most days he’d much
rather pull off his tie, go and sit in a tree and look at
the clouds than go to work! This is the root of Boy’s
imagination. Ì

Boy’s seven and a half year old Big Sister is physical
and sporty. She is loving, creative, protective and
completely brilliant at thinking up games! She can
make a game out of anything! And she’s very good at
organizing! Big Sister mostly ignores Dinosaur – she
sees him as a ‘little brother thing’. Also, it’s easier to
boss Boy around, than Dinosaur – so she’ll probably
boss Dinosaur around via her little brother! She has
her own bedroom full of girly stuff and twinkly trinkets.
It’s an alien world in there to Boy! And especially to
Dinosaur! Ì
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The World

Humor

B

Humor is a crucial part of the show. There is much humor to be had with
scale – just seeing Dinosaur navigate the inside of the house can be
great fun! There is humor in the interaction between Boy and Dinosaur.
Everything Boy discovers is a constant source of curiosity and surprise
to himself – and Dinosaur! And then there is humor between Boy and
Dinosaur and the other characters – Baby Sister, for example, can be a
great comedy antagonist. Ì

oy’s house always feels crowded – and with a
giant Dinosaur squeezing through the doors,
resting on the furniture and swishing his tail
across tables, it can seem smaller than it really is –
which delivers maximum comedy potential! Luckily,
the house has a large garden – which delivers
maximum story potential. The show takes place
entirely within, what appears to be, an ordinary house
and garden. But the house has a transitional quality –
the real world begins at the front door and gradually
slips away as we go deeper into Boy’s imaginative
world.

The garden begins formally but ends in an overgrown
nature garden. This area, where the grass grows high,
feels from Boy’s perspective like an endless, wild,
woodland area! Of course it isn’t, but it feels like it
could be! Here, Dinosaur can be physically let loose
in a way we wouldn’t get to see otherwise – rolling
around, bounding and tumbling. So on a snowy day,
it would be perfectly reasonable for Boy and Dinosaur
to go sliding down a snowy hillside while, on a sunny
day, they might gallop across a grassy meadow.
Once the line is crossed between the real and the
imaginary, the universe becomes boundless.Ì
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Music And Song
#    &  '   
mood of the story, highlighting key points, hitting comic beats. In addition,
every story also makes room for a song. Designed to appeal to both
young children and their parents alike, the songs are arranged in an
‘unplugged’ ‘indie’ style. The songs boast hummable tunes, catchy hooks
and easy to remember choruses on preschool relatable themes that will
appeal to the child in every listener, irrespective of age! Ì

Repetition
The structure of the show implies routine – which gives reassurance.
)      *  &&
‘exploration in a safe and reassuring space,’ educational perspective.
+  *        
that will be familiar to all viewers. They include: dinner time; family
game time; getting ready for bed; bath time; and tidying up. In addition
to the episode song, every episode also includes an exclusive ‘Boy and
  &     Ì

How The Stories Work Story Sample
“SLIDE”
Boy and Dinosaur are outside in the garden. Boy is
experimenting by sending various objects sliding down the slide!
0        
toys slide quite easily but duck gets stuck! Boy tries sliding up
the slide – and, of course, that doesn’t work! Boy sends some
pebbles – and even a bucket – down the slide while Dinosaur
looks around the garden… and sends a gnome down the slide!
Then Boy slides down the slide himself. And then he slides
down with all his toys! So now everyone has been down the
slide. Everyone that is, except… who? Dinosaur!
ll the stories explore the reality of a young child’s life
through imaginative play. Each time, Boy explores the
world around him and discovers his limits – all within a
well structured and reassuring environment. Freedom within
boundaries, exploration through play. Every story explores
the relationship between Boy and Dinosaur – as well as
the physical space around them. The stories are all about
discovery. Ordinary objects become magical as you look at
them anew through Dinosaur.

A

The stories follow a familiar pattern – starting off small and
very much in the real world and get bigger (more physical) in
the formal garden and bigger still (and more fantastical) in the
overgrown end of the garden. Although there is no doubt in our
minds that Boy is very loved indeed, the grown ups are never
on screen for long. They come and go, saying the odd word
to Boy, but are mostly busy with other things. And despite,
or even because of, all the family chaos around him, Boy
sometimes feels excluded – and retreats into his ‘Dinosaur
world’. All of Boy’s feelings around these experiences are
investigated.

Dinosaur isn’t sure but he climbs up on to the slide and…
*   "3 &   6$  
as it looks like the slide is broken! Dinosaur feels bad about the
  0  %     
cheer him up… inadvertently inventing the game of sliding the
garden gnome down his back! This inspires Dinosaur to give
Boy a slide! Boy slides down Dinosaur’s back! It is FUN! Having
a Dinosaur for a friend is better than having a slide!
Boy and Dinosaur return home, hot and happy from their sliding
 +6       ")+ 
happy! Later on, Boy puts on his dinosaur pajamas and has one
last moment with Dinosaur. Sitting together on the back step of
the house, looking out onto the twilight garden, they remember
the day they spent sliding… before being called inside to bed!Ì
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Story Springs
“HIDE AND SEEK”
Boy is playing a game with his Mom in which he hides under
a pile of laundry. Mom knows this game well, but Baby Sister
feels left out… and Dinosaur doesn’t like it when his best
friend Boy appears to go missing! Outside in the garden,
Boy tries to show Dinosaur how to play ‘Hide and Seek’. In a
series of big, comic images, Dinosaur tries his best to hide his
larger-than-life frame in the garden – but Dinosaur is no good
at hiding! And he doesn’t like it when Boy hides. So, Boy is
resigned, perhaps Hide and Seek is not the game for Boy and
Dinosaur… until… Boy and Dinosaur team up and play a game
with Baby Sister who has been watching them all along – and
everyone enjoys themselves in the end, playing together! Ì

“WASHING”

“MARCHING”

Mom is busy at the sink, scrubbing the collar of a white school
shirt with a bar of soap. Boy sits at the table with a new popup book all about explorers. As Mom pegs her hand-washed
items on the washing line, Boy decides that one of Big Sister’s
white school shirts will make him just like one the explorers in
his book! However, he also discovers that crawling through
$  * %%    '
and washing the shirt in a puddle won’t make it white again!
When a big, billowing white sheet blows off the washing line,
Boy ‘sails’ after it on Dinosaur, looking through a (cardboard
roll) spy glass and pointing the way! Mom isn’t too pleased
about the dirty shirt – but at least Boy rescued the sheet! Boy
trudges inside for a bath… where he plays with a small toy
galleon! Adventure! Ì

Boy’s Mom is working a new composition with a steady,
marching beat. Boy loves the praise he earns from his Mom
when she sees her little boy marching proudly in time! Knees
up! Chest out! Head held high! But, when Boy swings his arms
about, Mom decides it’s time the boys went to play outside.
Boy encourages Dinosaur to join in with the marching game –
but Dinosaur finds it surprisingly difficult to marshal all four of
his big, heavy feet to Boy’s instructions. After some frustration,
and Boy learning that there’s only so much bossiness his
friend can take, Dinosaur discovers there’s one thing he can
do really well… keeping time! Soon, the Dinosaur Marching
Band comes round the garden – eventually becoming the
great Dinosaur Marching Band Family Parade! Keep up
everyone! One-two, one-two!Ì
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“GOAL!”

“PRINTS”

Dad is watching a soccer match when Boy sees a striker score
a goal and pull his football shirt over his head in celebration.
Boy attempts the same and nearly runs into the wall (ever
vigilant Dinosaur stops him, gently, with his tail). In the garden,
Dinosaur helps Boy create a goal mouth. Then Boy attempts
to score a goal against Dinosaur. It’s nearly impossible –
Dinosaur fills the whole goal! They switch positions and, this
time, Dinosaur hoofs the ball into Boy’s tummy and winds
him. Dinosaur feels terrible! And, luckily, Dad arrives before
any tears are shed. Dinosaur ducks out of the next game,
becoming a spectator and cheering for Boy as he attempts to
score a goal against Dad. With a bit of sneaky Dinosaur tailwork, Boy manages to score a goal and, at long last, gets to
do his goal-scoring celebration! Goooal!Ì

Dad is painting the shed and Boy and Dinosaur watch –
excited! So when Dad goes indoors to answer the phone, Boy
can’t resist having a little touch of the new paint! Of course he
     "0     
this… and even more fascinated to see how the paint comes
off on the next thing he touches. Boy experiments, eventually
making hand prints on Dinosaur! As Dinosaur playfully tries
to move out of the way, he inadvertently kicks over the tin
of paint – and Boy walks through the spillage. Now he can
create footprints! Boy and Dinosaur continue their print making
fun until… Dad sees the mess! Boy and Dinosaur help make
amends. Boy helps Dad clean up, Dinosaur uses a broom to
paint the shed and gets the whole job done in no time! Ì

“TEAMWORK”

“SKIPPING”

Boy is playing with his soccer ball indoors! An accident is
imminent – and so Boy and Dinosaur are sent outside to play!
Boy is very keen to show Dinosaur how great he is at keeping
the ball off the ground. When Boy invites Dinosaur to join in,
Dinosaur is much better than anticipated! Boy’s feelings are
hurt! He wanted to be the one to show Dinosaur how it’s done!
Dinosaur tries to encourage Boy to play a different game – but
Boy is upset! Dinosaur persists, eventually kicking the ball
into the wild garden. Boy and Dinosaur look for the soccer ball
'  '  $   
Eventually, they discover they can only get the soccer ball
back by working together! They come back friends, and play
a game of passing the ball backwards and forwards to one
another, instead! Ì

Boy thinks skipping with a jump rope looks like fun and can’t
 7     "3    
share her game so Boy and Dinosaur break her concentration
by making her laugh! Frustrated that she can’t get on with
her skipping, Big Sister agrees to show Boy how to skip…
but it’s harder than it looks and Boy just can’t master it! Boy
runs away into the wild, nature garden and Dinosaur follows.
Dinosaur helps Boy with his skipping by using his tail as an
 8 &    &  
a bit of skipping! Then Boy can show off to Big Sister and they
put on a skipping show for Mom and Dad! Ì
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Emotional Core

Educational Foundation

B

Preschool-age children are constantly encountering new things and
have a range of different experiences. In seeking to understand them,
<   %  & +   $  
they already know. Boy and the Dinosaur™ mainly focuses on the area
of the curriculum called Knowledge and Understanding of the World.
In this area of learning, children are developing the crucial skills that
help them make sense of the immediate world around them. The show
  +     < < &
observation, problem solving, prediction, critical thinking, decision making
and discussion. Ì

oy and the Dinosaur™ is unique among
preschool shows because it is about the
relationship and emotional attachment between
two incredibly close friends who are from completely
diverse backgrounds. This unique relationship is
expressed in ways which also make Boy and the
Dinosaur™ different to many preschool shows:
9 In the style of music used
9 In its use of repetition – evoking the reassurance
of routine, empowering the child viewer, and the

Series Summary

repetition of gags… children know what’s coming
next and that makes them receptive!
9 The gentle but mildly anarchic comedy – which
children will love and parents will recognize from
their own families
9 The look and feel of the show
The look and feel of the show is something quite
special and the whole package strives to have that
rarest but most special quality, possessed by the best
shows for children, charm. Ì
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Boy is a charming and funny series about a real life boy with the
most fantastical friend any child could wish for! All his adventures are
grounded in reality – but expand into an imaginative realm which sits
right on the cusp of the real and the extraordinary. Real life issues
are explored in a reassuringly safe physical space and tackled in an
imaginative way. The show is extremely visual – yet makes innovative
use of sound and music. Boy and the Dinosaur™ is a preschool show
in the classic tradition – about “an ordinary Boy… with an extraordinary
friend!” Ì

About The Creators
RUSSELL DEVER (Executive Producer)
Russell Neale Anthony Dever is the MD of 1461 Limited a
Yorkshire based Production Company. His background is in
Children’s publishing with Egmont and Readers Digest. He is the
author of 40 children’s books. His animation career began in 1995
with Microscopic Milton which he Exec Produced for both the BBC
and Disney. Following which he Exec Produced a 52 ep series of
2D Animation based on the Little Monsters books for the BBC.

DAVID BUNTING (Producer)
David is an award winning animator, producer, story artist &
educator. Starting his career as a junior animator at King Rollo
Films, home of Spot the Dog and Mr Ben, an internship at Walt
 ]3  ]     
Disney’s The Tigger Movie and Thunderbirds as a visual effects
animator. Storyboard credits include Aardman Animations BAFTA
winning Shaun the Sheep.

PAUL COUVELA (Director)
Paul is a Director, Animation Supervisor and Stop-Frame
Animator of eighteen years professional experience on popular
children’s television series such as Pingu, Noddy, Chuggington
and the BAFTA-winning Bob the Builder. Beginning his career
at Cosgrove Hall Films, he auditioned and trained the animators
for Hot Animation, before joining Ludorum plc to supervise the
animation of CG show Chuggington, for which he also wrote
scripts.

DAVEY MOORE (Lead Writer)
Davey started his career as Publishing Editor at Ragdoll
Productions – home of Tots TV and Teletubbies – before
going on to work at BBC Worldwide. Part of the creative
team behind the hit series Balamory, Davey has since
produced scripts for Octonauts, Thomas & Friends, Baby
Jake, Tree Fu Tom, Pet Squad, Postman Pat, Dennis &
Gnasher, Chuggington and many other series. In 2011 he was
nominated for a Writers’ Guild of Great Britain Award for his
work on the Broadcast-award-winning animation Rastamouse.

JANE HICKS (Supervising Editor)
@ +JQ <   + 
industry as an editor and sound designer, specializing in
children’s animated series. Most recently a member of the
original Chuggington team, setting up their post production
pipeline and crew from inception. Jane joined Aardman as
+ )        
Previously worked in the same capacity for Hot Animation
on Bob The Builder, and Pingu. Formed Reelworks Post
Production facility in London, editing Pond Life, Gogs, and
Crapston Villas. Jane’s career started with Cosgrove Hall in
1983, on Dangermouse, Wind in The Willows, Count Duckula,
The BFG amongst others.

JO KAVANAGH-PAYNE (Executive Producer)
@ +JQ <   + 
industry. An industry veteran, Jo has been involved with the
production and distribution of programming for kids and family
audiences for more than three decades.

GREGORY PAYNE (Executive Producer)
One of the animation industry’s most well-respected business
affairs and production executives, Greg has guided the
acquisition and production of over 3,000 television episodes
over 25 years.
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An Extraordinary Friendship

Series devised by Davey Moore,
David Bunting, Paul Couvela & Russell Dever
Based on an original idea by Jason Harding
A 1461 Production for Joel Dever.

Worldwide rights are available for this series.
For further information, please contact:
FOOTHILL ENTERTAINMENT, INC.
1129 State Street, Suite 3
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
Tel: +1 805 965 4488 Fax: +1 805 965 1168
info@foothillentertainment.com
www.foothillentertainment.com

